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“Key Relationships”
WHO HAS THE
LARGEST MEGAPHONE
◦ Community Members/Groups
◦ Service Clubs
◦ Churches
◦ Other Non-profits

◦ County Administration
◦ County Commissions
◦ County Staff

◦ Businesses
◦ Signage and donations through front desk
interactions with customers

◦ Word of Mouth
◦ Reputation Matters!

Staff Management (Without the expensive
Software)

(CO)OPERATION
Program Operations
▪ Staffing
▪ Residential Care
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Daily Schedule
Organization
Education
Occupational Training
Therapy
Counseling

▪ Internal Growth
▪ Staff Education & Experience

Business Operations
▪ Funding
▪ Asset Acquisition
▪ Financial Management
▪ Resources
▪ Supporters
▪ Donors
▪ Local & State Level Politicians

▪ Personnel Management
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STAFFING THE PROGRAM
▪ Hiring pre-qualified people vs. Hiring People who understand the “Why”
▪ One of the biggest issues we’ve faced is deciding how we are going to staff
the recovery centers.
▪ Traditionally, we have the option to take two different routes: Hire from within;
or hire externally.
▪ We Chose to Blend these approaches based on the specific need to fill a position
▪ For program related jobs, we hired from within from the very beginning. However,
we had several years of operating on a smaller scale to lay the foundation of
developing key personnel- many mistakes were made along the way, but we
discovered that the best approach for laying a foundation of a faith-based program
is through a process of keeping our convictions strong and not compromising our
beliefs for anyone, no matter how immediately valuable they would have been as a
staff member.

STAFFING THE PROGRAM
▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

Training graduates immediately from a program can come with dangerous OR rewarding
results, which is most often determined by the leaders rather than the individual
First year staff from program graduates are part of the Leadership Development Initiative
(LDI)
Being hired into the LDI comes with many responsibilities and restrictions
▪ Work phone for official use only until after the day is finished
▪ Must be sponsored and follow all sponsor guidelines as well as company policies
▪ Finances managed by supervisor; expenses approved by sponsor
▪ Thorough adherence to a 12-step program
Most of the failures we’ve witnessed over the years has consistently been related to
having more freedoms than restrictions
BALANCE is key!
▪ Provide accountability while simultaneously allowing them to see the value of what
they are working toward

RESIDENTIAL CARE
This faith-based recovery program is balanced on 3 core topics of growth. This
type of program has been developed from the ground up based on the
successes and failures of the organization since its inception. Feedback is
valued! We heavily consider the feedback provided from graduates and from
residents who did not complete the program to better understand how this
balance can generate positive results.

Notably, we incorporate these parts of the program under a strict ratio to
ensure maximum exposure to multiple facets of understanding what it means
to become a productive and mature person living in active recovery.
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These Areas Are (in no particular order):
▪ Education and Personal Development
▪ Taking initiative to help others without being prompted
▪ Partnership with local community college to provide on-site certification classes

▪ Recovery & Faith Based Principles of Wellness
▪ Regularly attending recovery groups and church services to reduce isolation and maximize fellowship
▪ Intentionally scheduling time each week to meet with a sponsor, counselor, and/or therapist

▪ Occupational & Organizational Skills
▪ (Re)Establishing a responsible work ethic that displays and effort to go above and beyond what is required
▪ Altruistic lifestyle of dedicating your time to something you aren’t directly benefiting from
▪ Taking time each day to clean/organize personal and community living space to encourage an outward
display of what is being done on the inside

COMMUNITY CARE
Professional and Community-Based Counseling
○

Pastoral Counseling: Local pastors have weekly times scheduled for one-on-one meetings

with the residents to discuss any personal questions or other matters related to faith. This
has typically been one of the more encouraging interactions that residents have with
members of the community
○

Peer Counseling Services: These services are provided by staff members who are in their
own personal recovery and, as live-in staff members, are available to talk/listen at any

time. This availability gives them an edge to see what the immediate reactions of the
residents are when they encounter things that affect their emotions.
○

Mentorships: These roles are filled by volunteers from the community who have proven to
be established leaders and can provide positive spiritual guidance based on lived
experience. Mentors provide guidance to resident leaders and new hires from the program
for the first year.These mentors are assigned based on their expertise and their areas of
interest- we look for common ground to help create a quick bond.

Internal GROWTH
One of the most fruitful programs we have established involves the personal
development of each individual employed by our program. We provide tuition
benefits to any person who wishes to improved their ability to provide
services to the residents in our care.

Some of these benefits include:
▪ Certified Alcohol and Drug Counselor Classes (formerly CSAC)
▪ Costs associated with CADC Supervision Hours
▪ Certified Peer Support Specialist Training
▪ Digital Literacy Classes
▪ OSHA Certification
▪ Work-Based Degree Credits from Accredited Seminary
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Sustainability While Generating Growth

